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A brief background: 
As the wind power is increasingly popular all across the world nowadays, the wind farm 
optimization study is extremely important to the wind power utilization from both the 
industrial and the academic point of view. Through the optimal design of wind farm layout 
and control strategy, the wind power losses caused by the wake interference between wind 
turbines are greatly reduced and hence the profitability of wind farm project can be increased. 
Even though the optimization of wind farm layout or control strategy has been reported 
separately in the literature, their effectiveness on the optimal wind farm design is unknown. 
Therefore, in this paper the comparative study of different approaches to the optimal wind 
farm design is conducted for the first time. Apart from the separate wind farm layout or 
control optimization, a newly developed integrated layout plus control optimization is 
proposed and compared in the research. Meanwhile, the existing both two wind farm design 
methods are incorporated in the comparative study. Through this, the effectiveness of the two 
design methods are compared in a more systematical way in contrast with the previous 
comparison in the literature. Results show that the newly developed optimization approach 
has its own pros and cons, and accordingly the measures to cope with the disadvantages are 
studied as well. For all the calculations, the C++ code is applied to accelerate the 
optimization speed. Thanks to this, one distinguished feature for the paper different from 
other related studies is that all the optimization results are obtained by calculating at least 
100,000 generations which is a enormous number. More generations mean more 
computational costs. Owe to the HPC facility provided by the Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT) as well as the Intel C++ compiler, the time is acceptable and better 
optimization results are acquired finally. 
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Highlights (bullet points): 
 A new developed layout plus control optimization is applied to compare 
the effectiveness of different approaches to the optimal wind farm design. 
 The layout optimization is most inefficient with largest fitness values. 
 The control optimization is the most stable which performs without 
deviations for repeated calculations. 
 The layout plus control optimization can find the best results in most 
cases, but it is prone to the local minima and hard to escape from it. 
 The optimized wind farm control strategy can always yield more wind 
power with higher efficiency than that with self-optimum control strategy.  
 The unrestricted coordinate method obtains better results than the grid 
based method for all different approaches and all test cases. 
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Comparison of different approaches for 1 
the optimal design of wind farm layout 2 
and control strategy 3 
Longyan Wang, Andy Tan*, Yuantong Gu 4 
Abstract: Recently wind energy has become one of the most important alternative energy 5 
sources and is growing at a rapid rate because of its renewability and abundancy. For the 6 
clustered wind turbines in a wind farm, significant wind power losses have been observed 7 
due to the intervention of the air flow induced by the upstream turbines to the downstream 8 
turbines. However this effect can be reduced through optimization of the wind farm layout 9 
and control strategy. Though layout optimization and control optimization have been studied 10 
separately, few systematic comparative studies of the two optimizations are reported in 11 
literature. Therefore, this paper aims to comprehensively investigate wind farm optimization 12 
using different approaches including layout optimization, control optimization and a newly 13 
developed simultaneous layout plus control optimization method. The results of the different 14 
optimizations, using both grid based and unrestricted coordinate wind farm design methods, 15 
are compared to study the effectiveness of the different approaches for both ideal and realistic 16 
wind conditions. It is shown that control optimization is the most stable which performs 17 
without deviations for repeated calculations, and the best optimization results are obtained in 18 
the realistic case of Weibull distribution wind condition. Even though the simultaneous 19 
layout plus control optimization is theoretically superior to the others, it is not only prone to 20 
the local minima, but it is also difficult to escape the local optima even through the 21 
parametric study of the crossover and mutation probabilities of the optimization algorithm. 22 
For both simple and realistic wind conditions, the wind farm with the optimized control 23 
strategy can always yield more wind power with weakened wake effect than that with the 24 
self-optimum control strategy. Through the comparison of the two wind farm design methods, 25 
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it is found that the unrestricted coordinate method can always obtain the better results than 26 
the grid based method for all kinds of optimizations. 27 
Keywords: Layout optimization; Control optimization; Grid based method; Unrestricted 28 
coordinate method; Self-optimum control strategy; Optimized control strategy 29 
1. Introduction 30 
The depletion and pollution of traditional fossil fuels have enabled researchers and 31 
scientists to focus more on alternative renewable energy studies in an attempt to replace fuels 32 
like oils, coals and natural gases. Of the different renewable energy sources, wind energy 33 
shows the most prominent growth trend due to its cost-effectiveness and abundancy over 34 
other sources. It has been reported that over 35 GW of wind power capacity was installed 35 
around the world by 2013, and the capacity continues to grow at a rate of 44% in 2014 [1]. 36 
The exploitation of wind energy is mostly achieved by wind turbines placed in clusters or 37 
arrays, in order to take full advantage of the local abundant wind resources as well as 38 
available land and infrastructure. However, the dense placement of wind turbines in close 39 
proximity to one another can cause wind shadowing of upstream turbines to downstream 40 
turbines, known as wake interventions or wake effects [2]. Wake power losses not only 41 
reduce the wind power capture efficiency, but also increase the overall cost of wind power 42 
utilization affecting its economic competitiveness towards other energy sources. To address 43 
this issue, researchers have attempted to improve wind farm performance by weakening wake 44 
interventions between turbines using two approaches. One approach has been to optimize 45 
wind farm layouts by changing wind turbine positions. The other approach has been to 46 
optimize the control strategy by changing operations for different wind turbines.  47 
The study of wind farm layout optimization began with Mosetti et al. [3], who applied 48 
the Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the wind turbine positions for a square-shaped wind 49 
farm. The optimization results indicated great improvements for both total wind farm power 50 
production and the cost per unit power compared to random wind farm layouts under all three 51 
tested wind conditions. Beyer et al. [4] reported a layout optimization study for three wind 52 
farms with different shapes and sizes, with the coordinates of wind turbines used to denote 53 
the wind turbine positions instead of the grid as in the previous study. The ‘expert guess’ 54 
wind farm layout, which used the typical area value of the square of 3-4 rotor diameter per 55 
wind turbine, was introduced to qualitatively demonstrate the improved performance of the 56 
optimized wind farm. The results showed an increase in wind farm efficiency and economic 57 
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profitability for each optimized wind farm layout. Following this work, a large number of 58 
researchers have targeted the wind farm layout optimization problem by employing other 59 
optimization algorithms [5-7] or changing the wind farm models [8]. All wind farm layout 60 
optimization studies in the literature assume uniform operation for all turbines to ensure 61 
maximum power is produced in every turbine. However, it has been proven that the self-62 
optimum wind farm control strategy is not the optimum choice for overall wind farm power 63 
production when taking the wake effect into account, which will be further discussed in 64 
Section 2. 65 
The improvement in wind farm performance achieved by control optimization has also 66 
been verified experimentally by researchers. A wind tunnel test with 3 × 8 turbines was done 67 
by Corten [9] under  the constant wind speed and constant wind direction. By employing the 68 
optimized control strategy, that is pitching the blade angle of the first row of turbines to the 69 
maximum, the total wind farm power output increased by roughly 4.6%. In reference [10], 70 
the effect of pitching angles on the total wind farm power output was studied quantitatively 71 
for an array of 2 × 7 wind turbines. When the first two turbines were both pitched at +2.5°, 72 
the greatest increase of 2.0% was obtained for the total power production. The Energy 73 
Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN) conducted a full scale field test which consisted of 74 
five pitch controlled 2.5 MW turbines in a row at a spacing of 3.8 rotor diameters [11]. It was 75 
found that the optimized wind farm power output could increase up to 0.5% incorporating all 76 
wind directions. The large discrepancy between the wind tunnel test and the field test for the 77 
percentage increase in output power can be explained by the realistic wind condition in the 78 
field which is extremely different from the simplified constant wind condition in the wind 79 
tunnel. The field test result represents the average power increase for all wind speeds and all 80 
wind directions. Reference [12] is one of few studies to investigate the numerical 81 
optimization of wind farm control strategy. In the research, four different cases were 82 
computationally tested and the wind farm performances increased by 4% to 6% depending on 83 
the case. Each of the above mentioned control optimization studies are based on the fixed 84 
wind turbine positions and no simultaneous wind farm layout and control optimization 85 
studies are reported. 86 
Therefore, this paper aims to fill the research gaps with the remainder of the paper 87 
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research problem targeted in the paper in detail. 88 
Section 3 reports the applied genetic algorithm, solution codifications, genetic operators and 89 
optimization process for different wind farm optimizations and design methods. The 90 
optimization results of the simple and realistic case studies91 
Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusions. The 92 
farm power and optimization objective function are calculated93 
Weibull distribution applied in the realistic case study.94 
2. Problem description 95 
2.1 The wake model 96 
For wind farm optimization studies 97 
critical procedures is to establish the wind 98 
expressions. This avoids the costly process of 99 
applied wake models, the PARK model 100 
optimization studies due to its cost101 
farm data. 102 
103 
Fig. 1 Diagram of PARK wake model [15] 104 
The PARK model assumes 105 
momentum conservation, the wind velocity at 106 
given by: 107 
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According to actuator disk theory [16], the single wind turbine power efficiency Cp 114 
and thrust efficiency CT are related to the axial induction as follows: 115 
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2.2 Optimization of wind farm control strategy 117 
According to Eq (3), the theoretical maximum power efficiency (Cp equals 16/27) can 118 
be achieved when axial induction a equals 1/3, which is known as the Betz limit. Therefore 119 
for a single wind turbine it can produce the maximum wind power by adopting the operation. 120 
The traditional control strategy for multiple wind turbines in a wind farm also adopts this 121 
operation such that every single wind turbine produces its own maximum wind power (self-122 
optimum operation).  123 
However, the self-optimum control strategy has been proven sub-optimum when 124 
considering the wake effect, which can be demonstrated by a simple two-turbine model with 125 
constant 12 m/s wind speed and fixed wind direction parallel to the row (see Fig. 2 (a)). It 126 
should be noted that the axial induction of the back turbine is always fixed at 1/3 to produce 127 
maximum power for itself regardless of the situation of the front turbine. This is because 128 
there are no other turbines behind the back turbine and changing its control strategy has no 129 
impact on the others. As can be seen from Fig. 2 (b), when the axial induction of the front 130 
turbine increases from 0 to 0.5, the front turbine (unaffected by wake effects) power output 131 
increases until it reaches the Betz limit. It then slowly decreases, arriving at the value which 132 
is slightly smaller than the Betz limit. For the back turbine affected by the front turbine wake, 133 
the power output basically linearly decreases as axial induction increases. As the distance 134 
between the two wind turbines increases from 5 rotor diameters (5D) to 25 rotor diameters 135 
(25D), the decreasing trend of the back turbine power output curve is more gentle when the 136 
axial induction is small, however it has a steep decrease when the axial induction approaches 137 
0.5. According to the total power output curves, it is clear that the total power output 138 
increases with the increasing wind turbine distances. To compare the two-turbine model 139 
results quantitatively, the maximum total power output values with and without optimized 140 
control strategy are tabulated for different wind turbine distances as shown in Table 1. When 141 
the distance increases from 5D to 25D, the optimal front turbine axial induction also 142 
increases, as well as the total power output. 143 
strategy, the optimized control strategy 144 
is more prominent with smaller wind turbine 145 
146 
Fig. 2 Variation of two wind turbine power output147 
intervention) with the varying axial induction of 148 
(5D), 15 rotor diameters (15D) and 25 rotor diameter149 
Table 1 Comparison of the optimized control 150 
different separations 151 
         Results 
 
Separations 
    Axial induction value 
 
Front turbine Back turbine
5 diameter  0.225 0.333
15 diameter  0.277 0.333
25 diameter  0.299 0.333
For the situation of more than two wind turbines, t152 
achieved by optimizing the wind farm153 
simulation and optimization [17, 18]154 
It is reported that compared to the control optimization 155 
control optimization has less impact on the 156 
farm layout [12]. However, these wind farm control optimization studies are all conducted 157 
based on fixed wind turbine positions158 
optimization study has been reported in159 
Compared to the traditional self-optimal control 
provides a greater total power output and the increase 
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is expected to be able to find better results with both wind turbine position and operation as 160 
free variables. 161 
2.3 Optimization of wind farm layout 162 
The objective of wind farm layout optimization is to find the optimal wind turbine 163 
positions to reduce the wake power losses in a wind farm. According to the applied design 164 
method, wind farm layout optimization studies can be divided into two categories: the grid 165 
based method and the unrestricted coordinate method. For the grid based method, the wind 166 
farm area is divided into a number of identical grids where wind turbines are only allowed to 167 
be placed at the fixed position within the grids. Then a set of binary variables are 168 
implemented to represent the different wind farm layouts in the manner that ‘1’ indicates a 169 
wind turbine exists and ‘0’ indicates no wind turbine exists in the specific cell. By employing 170 
the grid based method for wind farm layout optimization, both the placement and the number 171 
of wind turbines can be optimized during the process. For the unrestricted coordinate method, 172 
the location of each wind turbine is represented by the X-Y Cartesian coordinates for the flat 173 
wind farm. The wind turbines are free to move during the optimization process and the 174 
number of turbines should be set by the user prior to the optimization.  175 
Compared to the grid based method, the advantage of the unrestricted coordinate 176 
method is that it is able to find better optimization results due to the added more flexibility of 177 
wind turbine placement. The superiority of the unrestricted coordinate method has also been 178 
verified in literature [20, 21]. However, the conclusion lacks powerful evidence for two 179 
reasons. Firstly, the coarse grid density of 10 × 10 is applied for the grid based method when 180 
making comparison, while researches indicate that the better results can be obtained with 181 
finer grids [22]. Secondly, the comparison is made with fixed self-optimal control strategy of 182 
wind turbines, and the results maybe different when incorporating control optimization. 183 
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a comparative study of the two wind farm design 184 
methods in a more comprehensive manner for both wind farm layout and control 185 
optimizations. 186 
3. Methodology 187 
Different approaches for optimal wind farm design (layout optimization, control 188 
optimization and simultaneous layout plus control optimization) using the two design 189 
methods are presented first in this section. Then the methods used for the different 190 
optimization approaches are introduced and discussed in terms of the optimization algorithm, 191 
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solution codifications and genetic operators. Finally the processes of the different 192 
optimization approaches are provided. 193 
3.1 Approaches for the optimal wind farm design 194 
As discussed in the above section, the optimal wind farm design can be accomplished 195 
based on the wind farm layout or control strategy. Hence, the wind farm layout optimization 196 
and control optimization are among the approaches applied for the comparative study in this 197 
paper. In addition to these two optimizations, a newly developed approach incorporating 198 
layout and control optimization is applied in this study which integrates the two separate 199 
optimizations into one. This makes both the wind turbine positions and the control parameter 200 
variables during the calculation.  201 
For single layout optimization, the placements of wind turbine are optimized using the 202 
two different wind farm design methods, and all the turbines are set to be operated at the self-203 
optimum points. Based on the optimized wind farm layouts with fixed positions of wind 204 
turbines, the control optimization is carried out to optimize the wind farm control strategy. In 205 
this paper, the direct axial induction of wind turbines is used as the control parameter for the 206 
optimizations. This is because the control optimization using indirect parameters (such as 207 
pitch angle and tip speed ratio of the rotor blade) needs full rotor details which would 208 
substantially complicate the wind turbine models and hence increase the computational costs. 209 
For the newly developed layout plus control optimization, both the positions and the control 210 
parameter of wind turbines are the independent variables, and the direct axial induction of 211 
wind turbines are used as the control parameter as well for this approach.  212 
3.2 Means for the different optimization approaches 213 
Algorithm 214 
For the optimal wind farm design problem which has discontinuous, non-derivative 215 
and an enormous computational search domain, the traditional direct or indirect search 216 
methods are inapplicable. Therefore, in this paper one particular evolutionary algorithm (EA) 217 
called genetic algorithm (GA) is employed for all the different wind farm design approaches. 218 
GA is a search heuristic that mimics the process of natural selection. It begins with the 219 
encoded solutions to the optimization problem. The main principle of GA is the maintenance 220 
of these encoded solutions which are evolved with the generations to be guided towards the 221 
optimum solutions step by step. A simple GA works as follows [23]: 222 
1) A random initial population (a set of encoded solutions) is created. 223 
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2) The fitness of each individual (the single encoded solution) is evaluated based on the 224 
optimization objective function. 225 
3) The raw fitness values are transformed into the range of values that are suitable for the 226 
selection process through the fitness scaling procedure. 227 
4) The individuals with the best fitness values are guaranteed to survive to the next 228 
generation, while other individuals are used to select parents to produce new 229 
population individuals for the next generation. 230 
5) Other new population individuals are generated through the crossover and mutation 231 
operators. 232 
6) The current population is replaced with the new generation 233 
7) Steps 2 to 6 are repeated until the stopping criteria is met 234 
Codifications 235 
According to the specific optimization type and wind farm design method employed, 236 
different codifications are used to codify the solutions to the optimal wind farm design 237 
problem (see Fig. 3). As studies show that the 20 × 20 grid density can achieve the best 238 
optimization result with reasonable computational cost [22], the wind farm is divided into 239 
400 cells for optimization with the grid based method in this paper. Therefore, the solution X 240 
to the layout optimization with the grid based method consists of 400 binary digits to 241 
represent if there is the wind turbine in the cell or not. The solution to the control 242 
optimization is composed of 400 real axial induction values corresponding to the 400 cells. 243 
Whether or not the axial induction corresponding to a cell will be used for the optimization is 244 
dependent on the situation of the cell. Namely, if there is the wind turbine for a specific cell, 245 
the axial induction for the cell will be used for the optimization. Otherwise, it will be 246 
discarded. For the simultaneous layout plus control optimization, the solution is a 247 
combination of the above two optimization solutions which is a 2 × 400 matrix made up of 248 
the binary and decimal strings. Since the real wind turbine coordinates are used to represent 249 
the positions for the unrestricted coordinate method, the solution to the layout optimization 250 
with the method is comprised of the X and Y coordinate strings of N wind turbines forming a 251 
2 × N matrix. For the layout optimization, the codification of the real axial induction values is 252 
applied to the N wind turbines. Likewise, the solution to the simultaneous layout plus control 253 
optimization with the unrestricted coordinate method is made up of the solutions to both 254 
layout and control optimizations, which is a 3 × N matrix representing the X coordinates, Y 255 
coordinates and axial induction values of wind turbines for each row, respectively. 256 
10 
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 257 
Fig. 3 Different means of codifications of the solution X for the layout optimization, control optimization and layout 258 
plus control optimization with the grid based method and the unrestricted coordinate method 259 
Operators 260 
As the genetic operators, i.e., the crossover operator and the mutation operator rely on 261 
the codifications of the optimization solutions, the specific operators for the different wind 262 
farm optimizations are implemented in the paper [24]. 263 
The crossover operator combines two selected individuals (called parents) from the 264 
current generation to generate the new individuals (called children) for the next generation. 265 
The scattered crossover operator is applied in the study and its operations for both string and 266 
matrix solutions are depicted in Fig. 4. First, a random binary vector (for the string solution) 267 
or binary matrix (for the matrix solution) is created. Then the genes from the first parent 268 
where the corresponding binary digit is ‘1’, and from the second parent where the 269 
corresponding binary digit is ‘0’ are selected and recombined to generate the first child, and 270 
vice versa for the second child. The solutions with binary, real, or mixed codifications are all 271 
operated in the same manner. The crossover operator enables the best genes from different 272 
individuals to be extracted to form a child which is potentially more superior to its parents, 273 
and moves toward the optimum solution gradually. The mutation operator applies random 274 
changes to a single individual in the current generation. In this study, the simple bit flip 275 
mutation is applied for both string and matrix solutions. Similar to the crossover operator, a 276 
random binary vector or matrix is created first. Then the genes where the binary digit is ‘1’ 277 
are replaced by the new values while the genes where the binary digit is ‘0’ are kept intact. 278 
For the binary codification, the new replaced value is the opposite number (0 or 1), and it is 279 
the random number for the real codification. The mutation operator maintains the genetic 280 
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diversity of the individuals in the next generation which avoids the premature convergence on 281 
the local optima. 282 
Randomly generated vector
1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Randoml
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Parent 1: a b c d e f g Child 1: a B C d E F g
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
y generated vector
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0 1 0 1 1 0 0
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h I j K L m n
 
→
 283 
Fig. 4 Schematic of the scattered crossover operator for the string solution and matrix solution 284 
3.3 Optimization processes of different approaches 285 
Fig. 5 depicts the general process for the optimization of wind farm layout and control 286 
strategy. Firstly, the wind farm design parameters are initialized for the different optimization 287 
approaches. For the wind farm layout optimization, the random layout parameter (wind 288 
turbine position) of the initial population is set while all wind turbines are operated at the 289 
fixed self-optimum point. For the control optimization, the random control parameter (wind 290 
turbine axial induction) of the initial population is set while the optimal wind turbine 291 
positions are imported from the layout optimization results. Unlike the layout or control 292 
optimizations, both wind turbine positions and the wind turbine axial induction are variables 293 
for the layout plus control optimization. And hence both parameters are initialized randomly 294 
for the initial population. After the initialization, all the related wind turbine parameters used 295 
for the calculation of the wind farm power output are ready with different optimization 296 
approaches. Then the individuals of the initial population are evaluated according to the 297 
objective function (see Appendix 1) followed by the GA optimization procedures. The 298 
process excluding the initialization part is repeated until the GA stopping criteria is met. 299 
300 
Fig. 5 Diagram of the optimal design process of wind farm layout and control strategy301 
4. Case studies 302 
The C++ codes tailored for the 303 
two cases with different wind conditions304 
of 2 km × 2 km dimensions with flat terrain305 
1) The simple case: constant wind direction of 0 degree (from 306 
degree with constant 12 m/s wind speed.307 
2) The realistic case: the Weibull distribution 308 
scenario 1 in reference [25] 309 
description of the wind characteristics is 310 
4.1 The ideal case 311 
The comparative study of optimal wind farm 312 
approaches is conducted under the 313 
direction. Fig. 6 (a) reports the fitness 314 
using the grid based wind farm design method315 
optimization results are indicated in 316 
attains the largest fitness values for317 
optimization results are obtained since the objective is to minimize 318 
The simultaneous wind farm layout 319 
results followed by the control optimization320 
optimization as well as the layout plus control 321 
dependent on the repeated calculations 322 
 
different approach optimizations are developed 
. Both cases share the same square wind farm shape 
, and the wind conditions are shown as follows.
the east to the west) or 45 
 
condition, which is based on the wind 
with some changes to the scale parameter. The detailed 
shown in Appendix 2. 
design using different optimization 
condition of constant wind speed and constant wind 
results of both 0 degree and 45 degree wind directions
, and the deviations of the repeated 
the bar chart. It is apparent that layout optimization 
 both wind directions, which implies that the worst 
the optimization function.
plus control optimization attains the best optimization 
. Large deviations are detected for the 
optimization, indicating that they are highly 
and the best optimization results cannot be 
 
for 
 
 
 
layout 
assured 
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with a single calculation. Even though the results are sub-optimal for the control optimization, 323 
they are extremely stable and no variations are detected with repeated calculations.  324 
The fitness results of the different optimizations using the unrestricted coordinate 325 
method are reported in Fig. 6 (b) for both 0 degree wind direction (upper) and 45 degree wind 326 
direction (lower). In this figure, the optimal number of turbines obtained from the grid based 327 
method optimizations is used as the midpoint value of the X axis (number of wind turbines). 328 
It is found that the layout optimization attains the worst results for both wind directions using 329 
the unrestricted coordinate method as well. The best results are obtained for the layout plus 330 
control optimization under 0 degree wind direction, which also agrees with the grid based 331 
method. Nevertheless, across the full domain of all number of turbines studied, the control 332 
optimization achieves much better results than the simultaneous layout plus control 333 
optimization under 45 degree wind direction, meaning that it is stuck at the local minima for 334 
the simultaneous optimization. In order to find the global minima, the effect of the GA 335 
parameter settings on the results of the simultaneous optimization was studied by adjusting 336 
the crossover probability and the mutation probability, which represent how often the 337 
crossover and mutation operators will be performed, respectively. The condition which had 338 
best fitness result (46 wind turbines) was chosen as the objective (see Fig. 6 (c)). It is clear 339 
that the fitness value is extremely large in some regions of the figure. Through the 340 
computationally costly GA parameter tuning process, the best fitness result (approximately 341 
1.336 × 10-3) can be attained, which is equal to the control optimization fitness. By 342 
comparing the fitness of different optimizations with the two design methods (see Table 2), it 343 
is evident that the unrestricted coordinate method is always able to obtain the better results 344 
than the grid based method for all kinds of optimizations. 345 
346 
Fig. 6 Fitness value results for the optimal wind farm design347 
control optimization and layout plus control optimization. (a) 348 
coordinate design method result: 0 degree wind 349 
plus control optimization result of tuned GA parameters 350 
Table 2 Comparison of the fitness results for different optimizations with the grid based design method (Grids) and 351 
the unrestricted coordinate design method (Coords)352 
               Fitness (× 10-3) 
 
 
Optimization types 
      0 degree wind direction
 Grids Coords
Layout  1.386 1.368
Control  1.380 1.36
Layout plus control  1.374 1.357
The other optimization resu353 
incoming wind speed and produced wind power354 
direction condition. Fig. 7 (a) reports the axial induction 355 
farm based on the optimization using356 
coordinate method (lower). The optimal wind farm layout is 357 
denoting the wind turbines positions358 
based on the optimization also using359 
compare the results of the optimized 360 
 with different optimizations: Layout optimization, 
Grid based design method result, (b) Unrestricted 
direction (upper) and 45 degree wind direction (lower), (c) L
with 46 unrestricted wind turbines 
 
 45 degree wind direction 
  Grids Coords 
  1.362 1.343 
0  1.353 1.336 
  1.349 1.337 
lts, including the axial induction of wind turbines
, are presented for the 0 degree wind 
of wind turbines across the wind 
 the grid based method (upper) and unrestricted 
also indicated with
. Fig. 7 (b) reports the incoming wind speed of turbines 
 these two wind farm design methods. In order to 
control and the self-optimum control, the wind speed
 
ayout 
, 
 circles 
 of 
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different wind turbines using both control strategies is shown by the top left and bottom right 361 
painted square boxes, respectively. Fig. 7 (c) reports the actual wind power production of 362 
turbines based on the optimization using the two wind farm design methods. Likewise, the 363 
results of the produced wind power for different wind turbines using both optimized and self-364 
optimum control strategies are shown by the bottom left and top right painted square boxes, 365 
respectively. As can be seen, most of the wind turbines are distributed along the two sides of 366 
the wind farm and these two sides are normal to the wind direction to enlarge the wind 367 
turbine distances and minimize the wake effects. The leeward (downstream) wind turbines 368 
have the largest axial induction values of 1/3, which can be explained by the two-turbine 369 
model discussed earlier. The windward (upstream) turbines have smaller axial induction 370 
values ranging from 0.28 to 0.31 for the grid based method, and ranging from 0.29 to 0.32 for 371 
the unrestricted coordinate method. The lower incoming wind speeds with lower wind power 372 
production are attained for the leeward turbines since they are located in the wake of 373 
windward turbines and affected by the wake effects. Compared to the self-optimum control 374 
strategy, the optimized control strategy achieves the higher incoming wind speed and higher 375 
wind power production which is especially prominent for the leeward turbines. 376 
In order to compare the wake effects on the wind farm applying the two different 377 
control strategies quantitatively, the average wind turbine power production and the wind 378 
farm efficiency are listed in Table 3. It is evident that the optimized control strategy can 379 
facilitate the wind farm to produce more power with less wake effects than the self-optimum 380 
control strategy, though the power increase is relatively small at roughly 3-4 kW per turbine. 381 
It is also found that the unrestricted coordinate method is more efficient than the grid based 382 
method in placing wind turbines, due to the higher average power production per wind 383 
turbine and higher wind farm efficiency attained for both control strategies. 384 
385 
Fig. 7 Optimal wind farm design results with 386 
(lower) under 0 degree wind direction. (a) The 387 
wind turbines are represented by the circles), (b)388 
optimized control (top left box) and traditional optimal con389 
different wind turbines under the optimized control (390 
Table 3 Comparison of the optimization results with the grid 391 
coordinate design method (Coords) for the self392 
direction 393 
                Results 
 
 
Control strategies 
Average power production
(kW per turbine)
 Grids 
Self-optimum 
control 
 490.6 
Optimized control  493.7 
In the same manner as above, t394 
distribution, incoming wind speed and 395 
wind direction are shown in Fig. 8 (a) ~ (c)396 
layout under 0 degree wind direction397 
turbines are scattered along all four sides of the wind farm. The 398 
the grid based method (upper) and the unrestricted coordinate method 
optimized axial induction allocations for different wind turbine
 The approaching wind speeds of different wind turbines 
trol (bottom right box), (c) The power production 
bottom left box) and traditional optimal control (top right box)
based design method (Grids) and unrestricted 
-optimum and optimized control strategies under 0 degree wind 
 
 
Wind farm efficiency 
Coords  Grids Coords 
497.2  94.3% 95.6% 
501.0  95.5% 96.6% 
he optimization results of the axial induction 
wind turbine power production under the 45 degree 
, respectively. In contrast to the optimal wind farm 
, for the 45 degree wind direction most of the wind
leeward wind turbines 
 
 (the 
under the 
of 
 
 
are 
operated at the self-optimum point with axial399 
are operated with axial induction value400 
which are not located in the wakes of any other 401 
speed 12 m/s and produce their own402 
control strategies. However the wind speed and power production403 
turbines with the optimized control strategy404 
control strategy. As for the total wind farm wake effects,405 
optimized control strategy is identified406 
turbine power production and wind farm efficiency (407 
extremely small, the unrestricted coordinate method 408 
grid based method for this case. 409 
410 
Fig. 8 Optimal wind farm design results with the grid based method (upper) and the unrestricted coordinate method 411 
(lower) under 45 degree wind direction. (a) The optimized axial ind412 
wind turbines are represented by the circles), (b) The approaching wind speeds of different wind turbines under the 413 
optimized control (top left box) and traditional optimal control (bottom right box), (c) 414 
different wind turbines under the optimized control (bottom left box) and traditional optimal control (top right box)415 
 induction of 1/3 while the windward turbines 
s ranging from 0.29 to 0.31. The windward turbines
turbines, have the undisturbed free wind 
 maximum power for both self-optimum and optimized 
 of the leeward wind 
 are larger than those with the self-optimum 
 a small improvement 
 according to optimization results of the average wind 
see Table 4). Even though the increase is 
is able to achieve a better result than the 
uction allocations for different wind turbine
The power production of 
, 
for the 
 
 (the 
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Table 4 Comparison of the optimization results with the grid based design method (Grids) and unrestricted 416 
coordinate design method (Coords) for the self-optimum and optimized control strategies under 45 degree wind 417 
direction 418 
                Results 
 
 
Control strategies 
Average power production 
(kW per turbine) Wind farm efficiency 
 Grids Coords  Grids Coords 
Self-optimum 
control 
 503.0 504.1  96.7% 96.9% 
Optimized control  504.3 505.2  97.2% 97.4% 
4.2 The realistic case 419 
The comparative study of optimal wind farm design with different optimization 420 
approaches is performed under the realistic Weibull distribution condition. Fig. 9 (a) reports 421 
the fitness results using the grid based design method and the deviations of the repeated 422 
optimization results are indicated in the bar chart. The realistic wind condition which contains 423 
different wind speeds and wind directions attains the largest fitness values for the layout 424 
optimization like the above ideal case. However the control optimization achieves the best 425 
fitness result which is different from the ideal case. Since the simultaneous layout plus 426 
control optimization has more flexibility in the wind farm optimization through 427 
synchronously optimizing both the wind turbine positions and the axial induction values, it 428 
should have obtained the better results theoretically. To find better results for the 429 
simultaneous optimization, the effect of GA parameter settings on the optimization results is 430 
studied by varying the crossover probability and the mutation probability (see Fig. 9 (b)). It is 431 
found that when the selection of the probability combination is located in the top left diagonal 432 
zone, the optimization result is better than that when the selection is located in the bottom 433 
right diagonal zone. However, even after the costly parameter tuning study, the simultaneous 434 
optimization result (approx. 3.40 × 10-3) is still slightly inferior to the control optimization 435 
fitness result (approx. 3.39 × 10-3) for this case. 436 
The results of the different optimizations using the unrestricted coordinate method are 437 
reported in Fig. 9 (c) for the Weibull distribution wind condition. Like the above ideal case, 438 
the optimal number of turbines obtained from the grid based method optimizations is used as 439 
the midpoint value of the X axis in plotting of optimization results using the unrestricted 440 
coordinate method. The control optimization achieves the best fitness result followed by the 441 
simultaneous layout plus control optimization, while the result of the layout optimization is 442 
the worst. In order to make the simultaneous optimization escape from the local minima, the 443 
parameter tuning study is performed while the 45 wind turbine condition is chosen as the 444 
example case which has best fitness result 445 
Fig. 9 (d), it is evident that the optimization 446 
particular area of the parameter combination447 
after parameter tuning study is equal to448 
10-3). Like the conclusion of the above449 
deviation of the control optimization 450 
guaranteed with a single calculation for the control optimization451 
repeated calculations. By comparing the fitness results of 452 
approaches (see Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 453 
is superior to the grid based method for all 454 
455 
Fig. 9 Fitness value results for the optimal wind farm design456 
control optimization and layout plus control optimization. (a) Grid based design method result457 
control optimization result of tuned GA parameters458 
number of turbines, (d) Layout plus control optimization result of tuned GA parameters with 4459 
turbines 460 
The other optimization results461 
produced wind power and theoretical produced wind power462 
distribution condition. Fig. 10 (a) reports the 463 
for all tested number of turbines. As is see
fitness can reach the global minima in some 
s. The fitness of the simultaneous optimization 
 the result of the control optimization (approx. 3.335 
 ideal case, for both wind farm design methods the 
is negligible, implying that the global optima
 since it’s independent of the 
the different optimization
(c)), it is obvious that the unrestricted coordinate method 
optimization studies. 
 with different optimizations: layout optimization, 
, (b) Layout plus 
, (c) Unrestricted coordinate design method result with variable 
5 unrestricted wind 
, including the axial induction of wind turbines, 
, are introduced under the Weibull 
distribution of the axial induction values 
n from 
× 
 can be 
 
 
actual 
of wind 
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turbines for the optimization with the grid based method (upper) and the unrestricted 464 
coordinate method (lower), respectively. Fig. 10 (b) reports the wind power production of 465 
wind turbines using the two wind farm design methods. The results using the optimized 466 
control and the self-optimum control are shown by the top left and bottom right painted 467 
square boxes, respectively. In order to compare the two control strategies explicitly, the 468 
theoretically produced power without considering wake effects is reported in Fig. 10 (c). The 469 
results using the optimized and self-optimum control strategies are denoted by the bottom left 470 
and top right painted square boxes, respectively. For this realistic wind condition, all wind 471 
turbines are staggered along the line perpendicular to the dominant wind direction which is 472 
from 75 degree to 105 degree (see Table A1). Along the dominant wind direction, the optimal 473 
axial induction of wind turbines increases in general from the windward to the leeward 474 
turbines. According to the optimization results the axial induction values of wind turbines are 475 
from 0.28 to 0.33 using the grid based method, and from 0.29 to 0.33 using the unrestricted 476 
coordinate method. The windward turbines achieve the higher actual power than the leeward 477 
turbines for both control strategies. By applying the optimized control strategy, the individual 478 
actual power of the leeward wind turbines becomes higher since the wake effects caused by 479 
the upstream turbines are weakened. However, the actual power of the windward turbines 480 
becomes lower since they are operated under the condition which is deviated from the self-481 
optimum point. For the optimized control strategy, the theoretical power is lower for the 482 
windward turbines which have the largest deviation of axial induction values from the self-483 
optimum point. For the self-optimum control strategy with constant axial induction values, 484 
the theoretic power is constant for all wind turbines.  485 
According to the total power production and the wake effect comparisons shown in 486 
Table 5, the optimized control strategy does facilitate the wind farm to produce more power 487 
and to achieve higher wind farm efficiency than the self-optimum control strategy for both 488 
wind farm design methods. It is also found that for both control strategies the unrestricted 489 
coordinate method is more efficient than the counterpart method with over 2 kW increase of 490 
the average power per wind turbine and approximately 1% increase of the wind farm 491 
efficiency. 492 
493 
Fig. 10 Optimal wind farm design results with the grid based metho494 
(lower) under Weibull distribution. (a) The optimized axial induction allocations for different wind turbine495 
turbines are represented by the circles), (b) The 496 
optimized control (top left box) and traditional optimal control (bottom right box), (c) The 497 
production of different wind turbines without considering the wake intervention 498 
left box) and traditional optimal control (top right box)499 
Table 5 Comparison of the optimization results with the grid based design method (Grids) and unrestricted 500 
coordinate design method (Coords) for the self501 
                Results 
 
 
Control strategies 
Average power production
(kW per turbine)
 Grids 
Self-optimum 
control 
 199.1 
Optimized control  200.6 
4.3 Summary 502 
For ease of comparison between the different approaches, the 503 
effectiveness of the three different optimizations using the two wind farm design methods 504 
(Grids denotes the grid based method and 505 
method), are listed in Table 6 for both the506 
result of the parameter tuning study of genetic algorithm (GA) based on the new507 
d (upper) and the unrestricted coordinate method 
 
actual power production of different wind turbines under the 
theoretic 
under the optimized control (
 
-optimum and optimized control strategies under Weibull distribution
 
 
Wind farm efficiency 
Coords  Grids Coords 
201.6  91.9% 93.1% 
202.8  93.3% 94.1% 
results of the 
Coords denotes the unrestricted coordinate 
 ideal case and the realistic case. Meanwhile, the 
ly developed 
 
(the wind 
power 
bottom 
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simultaneous layout plus control optimization is provided as well for comparison. In 508 
summary, the layout optimization obtains the worst results for all wind conditions. 509 
Furthermore, the simultaneous optimization achieves the best results for the 0 degree wind 510 
direction using both design methods and for the 45 degree wind direction using the grid based 511 
method in the ideal case. However for the other conditions, the control optimization obtains 512 
the best results indicating that the simultaneous optimization is stuck at local optima under 513 
these conditions. Through the GA parameter tuning study, only equal or slightly inferior 514 
results were found using the newly developed simultaneous optimization for these conditions 515 
when compared to the best control optimization results. 516 
Table 6 Comparison of the effectiveness of different approaches for the optimal design of wind farm layout and 517 
control strategy (the superscript asterisk symbol indicates the GA parameter tuning study is carried out for the new 518 
developed layout plus control optimization, and the Grids and Coords represent the grid based method and the 519 
unrestricted coordinated method, respectively) 520 
                              Cases 
 
 
 
 
Optimization type 
 Ideal case  Realistic case 
 0 degree 
wind direction  
45 degree 
wind direction  Weibull distribution 
 Grids Coords  Grids Coords  Grids Coords 
Layout   Worst Worst  Worst Worst  Worst Worst 
Control  Medium Medium  Medium Best  Best Best 
Layout plus control*  Best Best  Best Medium  Medium Medium 
*After GA parameter 
tuning study   –   Equal  
Slightly 
inferior Equal 
5. Conclusions 521 
The optimal wind farm design considering both the wind turbine placement and 522 
control are studied using different optimization approaches for the first time in this paper. 523 
Specifically, three different optimization approaches (layout optimization, control 524 
optimization and layout plus control optimization) are compared with the two different wind 525 
farm design methods to shed light on the effectiveness of the optimization approaches. For 526 
the different optimization approaches, the various kinds of solution codifications combined 527 
with the corresponding generic operators for string and matrix solutions are established. The 528 
comparative results show that layout optimization is most inefficient for both ideal and 529 
realistic cases as it attains the worst fitness results. The control optimization has most stable 530 
performance without deviations for repeated calculations, and it finds the best optimization 531 
results for the 45 degree wind direction condition and the realistic wind condition. In 532 
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comparison, even though the layout plus control optimization is theoretically superior to the 533 
others, it is not only prone to the local minima but also hard to escape the local optima even 534 
through GA parametric study of crossover and mutation probabilities. By comparing the 535 
optimization results of the optimized control strategy and the self-optimum control strategy 536 
using the two wind farm design methods, it is found that the optimized wind farm control 537 
strategy can achieve greater wind power production due to the weakened wake effects, 538 
however the improvement is relatively small ranging from 1 kW to 3 kW per turbine 539 
depending on the wind condition. Finally, the unrestricted coordinate method can always 540 
obtain the better optimization results than the grid based method for both ideal and realistic 541 
wind conditions. 542 
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Appendix 548 
1. Calculation of wind farm power and objective function fitness 549 
The total wind farm power output Ptot with NWT number of wind turbines is calculated 550 
as the accumulation of all wind turbines, which is given by: 551 
 
WT
tot
1
N
i
i
P P
=
= ∑  (A.1) 552 
The wind turbine model in [3] is applied in this paper. For the simple case with 553 
constant wind speed and constant wind direction, the i-th wind turbine power Pi employing 554 
the self-optimum control strategy is given by:  555 
 
3
0 if 2.3 m/s or 18 m/s
0.3 if 2.3 m/s 12.8 m/s
630 if 12.8 m/s 18 m/s
i i i
i i i
i i
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P v v
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
 (A.2) 556 
where vi is the incoming wind speed for the i-th wind turbine, and the wind turbine power Pi 557 
employing the optimized control strategy with the axial induction value a is given by: 558 
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 (A.3) 559 
For the realistic case of Weibull distribution, extra measures need to be taken to 560 
discretise the continuous domain of the wind speed and wind direction. The detailed 561 
discretization process can be referred to in reference [25]. In this paper the i-th wind turbine 562 
power output employing the self-optimum control strategy under Weibull distribution is 563 
calculated as: 564 
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 (A.4) 565 
where Nθ is the number of bins for the wind direction discretization, Nv is the number of bins 566 
for the wind speed discretization and ωl-1 is the frequency of occurrence for the wind 567 
direction in the interval of [Nl-1, Nl]. The individual wind turbine power employing the 568 
optimized control strategy with the axial induction value a is calculated as: 569 
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 (A.5) 570 
Based on the calculation of wind farm power output, the Cost of Energy (CoE), which 571 
is the objective function for the wind farm optimization study in this paper, can be 572 
represented by: 573 
 totCoE /cost P=  (A.6) 574 
where cost is the wind farm cost proposed by Mosetti et al. in reference [3]. 575 
2. The detailed Weibull distribution parameters 576 
For the discretization of Weibull distribution in this paper, the wind speed is 577 
discretized into 105 bins with 0.1 m/s interval and the wind direction is discretized into 24 578 
bins with 15 degree interval. The detailed description of Weibull distribution is tabulated 579 
shown as below. 580 
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Table A1 Wind characteristic of Weibull distribution 581 
l-1 θl-1 θl k c ωl-1 l-1 θl-1 θl k c ωl-1 
0 0 15 2 9 0 12 180 195 2 9 0.01 
1 15 30 2 9 0.01 13 195 210 2 9 0.01 
2 30 45 2 9 0.01 14 210 225 2 9 0.01 
3 45 60 2 9 0.01 15 225 240 2 9 0.01 
4 60 75 2 9 0.01 16 240 255 2 9 0.01 
5 75 90 2 9 0.2 17 255 270 2 9 0.01 
6 90 105 2 9 0.6 18 270 285 2 9 0.01 
7 105 120 2 9 0.01 19 285 300 2 9 0.01 
8 120 135 2 9 0.01 20 300 315 2 9 0.01 
9 135 150 2 9 0.01 21 315 330 2 9 0.01 
10 150 165 2 9 0.01 22 330 345 2 9 0.01 
11 165 180 2 9 0.01 23 345 360 2 9 0.01 
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